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Outdoor/Indoor Space Heater
Suitable for Pubs, Clubs, Hotels, Smoking Areas, Promotion Events,
Patios, Balconies, Terraces and Open Indoor Areas

Infrared Heating Solutions

Friendly Heater
Heating your BODY not Head just like other free standing Warmwatcher models.
Slim appearance makes it save outdoor space and match outdoor and indoor.
With 1M effective length of its heating tube, the heater covers more space than
any other single unit ever does vertically.
No need parts assembly, open the packing and it’s ready for use.
Light weight allows you to lift and move easily by its handle at back.
Remote storage bracket at back avoids missing.
Extruded Aluminum housing last for good + Custom finish is possible.

Snap-in IP55 Design

Carbon Fibre Heating Technology
Not heat air, only effective to flesh thus, warmth not blown with wind.
o
With 130 heating angle and 4.5 M heating distance covers area up to 20M 2 ,
60%+ more area and space on others.

135 cm

Good with Heavy Rain, Snow, or Splash to any corner of the product.
Stand for Real Commercial cirtumstances.
Snap-in heating tube structure (PATENTED) makes easy tube replacement
WITHOUT qualified electrician guaranteeing a life time product for you.

Easy Control and Safe
Simply plug in, you got On/Off switch on each unit.
Full function remote controller leads you to operate the heater. You could keep
the remote controller to avoid tampering.
3-power setting: 208-240V 50Hz/60Hz 800/1700/2500W
4-hours Timer figures out the precise heating time once needed.
Different colored pilot indicator for easy recognition of function.
Built-in Sensor cuts off for saving & safety when over heating.
Built-in Tilt Switch cuts off the heater when falls down for your safety.

PIR Economy Feature
PIR (Passive Infrared) economy feature automatically turns off the heating after
4 minutes when there is no movement within 3-4 meters infront of the heater.

RoHS
compliant

GW/NW: 17.4kgs /13.2kgs

Box Dimensions : L140*W45*H37cm
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Trapezoid Base: W41.5/21*D31.5cm
Black finish
Nylon storage cover
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